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Introduction

The Job Network: An Inter-
Disciplinary Symposium

Paul Oslington
University of New South Wales and
Australian Defence Force Academy

Australia’s experiment of abolishing its public employment service and
contracting out labour market services has attracted a great deal of attention.
Considine (2001: 117) comments ‘so radical is the Australian case that it
may well be regarded as the most important [Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development] OECD initiative in social policy in the post
war period’. An OECD report Innovations in Labour Market Policies released
in July 2001 concludes ‘This radical transformation of employment service
delivery is without parallel in OECD countries, and it shows that the
delivery of publicly financed employment services by private and
community providers is a viable option’ (OECD, 2001, p. 11). A recent report
by the Productivity Commission (Productivity Commission, 2002)
underlines the importance of the Job Network and despite some problems
finds it to be a success that shows the way for the extension of the purchaser-
provider model to other areas of government activity

The wider context of Australia’s experiment is distrust of government across
the English speaking world, and it links up with George W Bush’s promotion
of faith-based welfare in the U.S. and the move in the U.K. towards
partnership between government and private organisations. Tony Abbott’s
paper in this special issue is an account of the thinking behind the Job
Network by the Federal minister largely responsible for its creation.
Alternative accounts of the wider political context are Considine (2001) and
Voyce (2001).

So far, most of the work of labour economists has been on evaluating Job
Network outcomes and comparing them to previous programs (e.g.,
Department of Employment and Workplace Relations, 2002; Dockery, 1999;
Dockery and Stromback, 2001; and Webster and Harding, 2001). This research
has been hampered by the difficulty experienced by independent researchers
in obtaining information by the relevant Department (the Department of
Employment and Workplace Relations), and the fundamental methodological
problem of establishing what outcomes would have been under alternative
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arrangements. These latter problems are not unique to the Job Network and
are discussed in detail in Heckman, Lalonde and Smith (1999).

Many disciplines can shed light on aspects of the Job Network. Some work
by political scientists on the Job Network as a mode of governance has
already been mentioned, and theologians have also written on the
implications of the heavy involvement of church-based organisations in
the Job Network. It is a fascinating case study of church-state relations, and
I have discussed some of these issues in a report commissioned by the
Council of Churches (Oslington, 2002). Even within economics it seems
that the sub-discipline of regulatory economics (for instance Laffont and
Tirole 1993, Dixit 2002) has as much to contribute as labour economics to
understanding the Job Network. The contracts written by the Department
as part of the tender process are extremely interesting from an incentive
point of view. For instance, quality of service is difficult to verify and the
current contracts which reward Job Network providers for outcomes (i.e.,
numbers of clients moving in to employment or education) will not be
optimal if quality matters. Public Choice theorists also have much to
contribute to understanding the politics of the Job Network. For instance,
Saint-Paul (1998) argues that expenditure on labour market programs will
be higher the higher is turnover (as it increases the probability of the median
voter becoming unemployed) and the higher is the elasticity of demand for
labour (as the pressure on wages of the median voter from the unemployed
who find jobs as a result of the program will be lower).

This special issue is structured as a symposium and takes a broad
interdisciplinary approach to the Job Network. The first group of papers
entitled ‘A View from the Social Sciences’ (Ramia and Carney, Bigby and
Files, Marston and MacDonald) consider issues of the Job Network as a
mode of governance, of the behaviour of not-for-profit organisations in a
contracting environment, and links the Job Network to the wider debates
about the causes and consequences of unemployment. These papers use
qualitative data, for instance surveys of Job Network provider managers
or interviews with staff making recommendations to Centrelink about
‘breaching’ clients. Tony Eardley’s commentary rounds off this part of the
symposium. He provides a good overview of the operation of the Job
Network and discusses the value of qualitative vs quantitative work.

The second group of papers entitled ‘A View from Economics’ (Cowling
and Mitchell, and Burgess) is a mixture of evaluation of Job Network
outcomes and discussion of the incentives in the Job Network contracts.
John and Ann Nevile in their commentary raise the important issues of
criteria for evaluating the Job Network and the purpose of evaluation. They
rightly point out that views of the Job Network depend on views about the
causes of unemployment. Someone who believes unemployment is due to
a shortfall of effective demand will evaluate the Job Network quite
differently to someone who believes it is due to labour market rigidity or
someone who believes the motivation and job search skills of unemployed
is mostly the problem.
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It is interesting to compare the Australian arrangements with the less widely
known Dutch experiment with contracting out of labour market services.
Struyven and Steurs describe the Dutch experience with contracting out of
labour market experience in detail.  David Grubb from the OECD offers
some commentary and comparisons with the Australian arrangements. The
Dutch arrangements evolved gradually and are less centralised than the
Job Network. Dutch providers for instance contract both with
unemployment insurance companies and the government. There is also
less supervision by the Dutch government of what the providers actually
do to assist the unemployed. David Grubb’s ideal is to find practical
arrangements that can mimic a competitive market in which providers of
services for the unemployed are paid the full social value of getting an
unemployed person into a job. He suggests that some points in the Dutch
model are closer to this ideal. However, changes in the third Job Network
contract, which started in July 2003, will both allow providers to have a
more significant influence on outcomes and allow DEWR to measure
providers’ performance more accurately.

The special issue is by no means the last word of the Job Network and we
hope that it will stimulate work from different disciplines and sub-
disciplines on this fascinating social experiment. As both commentators on
the papers point out there has been relatively little independent research
on the Job Network so far and we do not have clear answers to questions
about its effectiveness, and whether it can serve as a model for contracting
out of social services in Australia and elsewhere.
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